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The Kansai region is located along the Japan Sea to the north, the Pacific Ocean to the
south, and contains Lake Biwa, the nation's largest freshwater lake. ln general, the
weather is mild, though the Japan Sea coast is subject to heavy snoMall in winter.
Along with a varied topography that includes everything from open plains to mountain
peaks, Kansai enjoys four distinctive seasons,
each of which reflect the rich natural beauty of
Japan. For well over 1,000 years, Kansai has
been the political, economic, and cultural
center of Japan, prospering around the ancient
capitals of Osaka, Nara, and Kyoto.
Kyoto
Approximately 60 percent of Japan's national
Pref.
treasures can be found in Kansai and five local
sites have also received UNESCO's World
KyOTO
Cultural Heritage designation. The region is
O
also well known as the birthplace of Japan's
three main traditional performing arts: noh,
bunraku, and kabuki, which in turn have been
OSAKA
recognized by UNESCO as Masterpieces of
the Oral and lntangible Heritage of Humanity.
ln addition, Japan's representative traditional
Osaka
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arts chanoyu (tea ceremony) and ikebana
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Airoort
Population : 21,680,000 (2007)
(equivalent to Australia)
Area: 31,307km"
(equivalent to Belgium)
Size of Economy: US$723 billion (2006 Kansai's GDP)
(equivalent to the Netherlands; 17th in the world )
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Access to Major Cities
Kansai's transportation infrastructure offers excellent access
to major cities in both east and west Japan.
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= Flight time: Between either of Kansai lnternational Airport,
Osaka Airport, Kobe Airport, and each airport
= Rail time (via the Shinkansen bullet train):
Between Shin-Osaka Station and each station
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Nara Prefecture
Nara was capital when Japan was forming itself as a nation.
As the eastern terminus of the Silk Road, Nara was exposed
to various influences from Eurasia, inspiring the historical
heritage of Nara that has led to so many places being
designated as national treasures or World Heritage Sites.
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Osaka Prefecture

Fukui is blessed with beautiful natural surroundlngs,

Osaka has many historical assets; e.g. the tomb of Emperor
Nintoku, one of the three largest tombs in the world, Japan's

bountiful water and hot springs, and an abundance of food
products both from the sea and from the fields, including
Koshihikari rice, sake, soba noodles, Echizen crab, and
Wakasa fugu. Recently, the prefecture has attracted much
attention for its dinosaur-related exhibitions and is known as
a comfortable and healthy place to live.

oldest temple Shitenno-ji, and the most extensive
fortification of Osaka castle. At any juncture of the country's
changing hlstory, Osaka has been at the forefront. lt's a city
where you can stlll feel the breath of history.

Hyogo Prefecture

Shiga Prefecture

Hyogo's central city, Kobe, is famous for the latest fashions

Shiga Prefecture, with Lake Biwa (the largest in Japan) has

and gourmet foods from around the world, and as a port,

also home to Himeji Castle, the first UNESCO World
Heritage site in Japan, and some of the country's most

beautiful natural environment and rich culture and history.
For people in Shiga, living close to the lake, "Culture of
Water" is rooted deeply. ln addition, beautiful scenery of
waterside, abundant cultural assets and traditional festivals

popular hot springs in the towns of Kinosaki and Arima.

are unique attractions of Shiga.

Kyoto Prefecture

Wakayama Prefecture

Kyoto, one of Japan's old capitals, is home to many ancient
buildings. ln the shrines and temples, and beautiful gardens,
you can experience Japanese culture, which also lives on in

Wakayama is blessed with warm climate all year round. You

boasts beautiful night-views along the bay. The prefecture is

the natural beauty and hot springs as well as traditional

can experience untouched nature in hot springs, seas and
mountains. The "Sacred Site and Pilgrimage Routes in the
Kii Mountain Range", including Koyasan, Kumano Sanzan,
Kumano Kodo, was registered in 2004 as a World Heritage

events add interests to every part of the year.

Site and attracts visitors from all over the world.

the tea ceremony and ikebana schools. Attractions such as
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Passenger details
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Country/Regional Connections: 25
Cities Served: 55
Weekly Flights: 590

Airline Companies:47
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"Based on the 201 0 summer schedule posted on
the Kansai International Airport website: M.kansai-airport.or.jplen

